
 
MWGG – April 19th 2016 
Visit to Hetchell Woods and Cragg and Thorner 
 
21 happy members and visitors gathered at the Hetchell Woods parking areas on a fine sunny day. A 
very fortunate choice of date by our organiser Sheila Wilson. The group were reminded that if we had 
been here 270 mya we would be standing on the shores of the Zechstein Sea which stretched east 
as far as Poland. We would be in a hot and dry Permian climate 20 deg north of the equator whilst the 
sea evaporated and refilled 7 times forming the minerals which we now find in these strata to the east. 
 
Walking down the track – being roman road M927 – we turned to see what is demarked as a 
Roman Camp – Pompacali. It seems more of a quarry site and evidence was sought – and found -
of iron and the East Carlton Gritstone. Being this was the nearest source of gritstone to York and 
we were adjacent to the York- Ilkley roman road a quarry providing gritstone and iron was deemed 
a distinct possibility especially with the adjacent limestone and fuel sources as well to make iron. 
 
Moving into Hetchell Woods among bluebells and wood anemones we examined the East Carlton 
Gritstone crag ( SE 377 424) which is 200m long and 10m high being part of the Millstone Grit 
( Namurian) series 325 -313mya. It displays superb cross bedding in a variety of directions 
demonstrating the changes in flows of the river delta within which it was formed. The rock is a 
course gritstone with many layers of different sizes of grains and pebbles again demonstrating the 
varying current velocities. There were many weathered joints and areas of honeycomb weathering. 
The group then moved to the top of the crag which is the level of the unconformity of 43my ( 313- 
270) as the strata above this  ie the rest of the Millstone Grit, all the Coal Measures and much of the 
Permian Era is missing. 
 

  
 
After walking along the unconformity we reached the first of two quarries in the Permian Wetherby 
Formation - Cadeby ( Hetchell Wood Quarries  -SE 378 423) .This Magnesian Limestone ( Calcite 
and Dolomite) formed in a marine environment ( Zechstein Sea). This shows well bedded and 
jointed horizontal pale limestone (dolostone) with some cavities lined with calcite or dolomite 
crystals. Time was spent finding and examining these. 
 
We then moved to Thorner about a mile south to look at an interesting 100m of roadside wall and 
formations which contained some of the strata missing in the unconformity at Hetchell ie Rough 
Rock Flags ( being the very top of the Upper Carboniferous Millstone Grit Series) and Yellow Sand 
and Marl being the Permian beds under the Cadeby Formation. The small quarry was Rough Rock 
Flags as was the adjacent section but this looked more like Permian cross bedded strata. However 
the sand is angular and water laid so is still carboniferous delta material. Next came the unseen 
unconformity which here is 23my before the yellow sand ( is it bed rock?) and marl are seen. The 



wall in this section is built from well weathered Cadeby Formation Magnesian Limestone taken from 
an adjacent quarry and contains many small stromatolites which caused much interest. 
 

  
 
Lunchtime resulted in the group having a variety of lunch ideas and venues so we met up as 
planned thereafter at Malcolm and Julie’s house in Boston Spa to examine Malcolm’s geological 
path which uses defined samples taken from many holidays and locations and supplied by many 
members and friends. Malcolm has produced a booklet detailing the construction, issues, and 
detailing each and every stone. These were examined in detail by some ( some more than others!). 
The booklet will be put on the MWGG website in the near future for all to peruse this wonderful 
achievement. 
 


